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Using ‘Kei’ computer, we are performing the advanced simulation for disaster mitigation by Earthquakes and Tsunamis. In this simulation research project, we have three part of research fields such as Earthquake simulation research field, Tsunami research filed and Damage estimation research field. In Earthquake simulation research field, we are developing the scenario simulations of earthquake recurrences on the subducting plate around Japan. We are simulating seismic waves based on the scenarios, and the underground structures using seismographs from networks. The second simulation research field on Tsunami hazard, we are developing applications for the simulating tsunami damages at East Japan earthquake 2011. In this research field, not only damage simulations, but also we are developing the early tsunami detection system using simulation and real time data. Finally, we will applied these research results to the Nankai trough seismogenic zone and etc. The third simulation research field on Damage estimation in cities is the civil engineering research as the advanced civil engineering structural analyses, seismic response analyses on large scale cities, and advanced agent simulation for more precise and practical evacuations. Finally, in this project, we will integrate these simulation research results in each field as the Earthquake simulator for disaster mitigation. We will present advanced results in each field and propose the new concept of Post Kei project.

‘Kei’ computer is one of the highest computing system in the world. Using ‘Kei’ computer, we are performing the advanced simulation for disaster mitigation by earthquakes and tsunamis in a project ‘Study for Advancement of Prediction Accuracy on Earthquake and Tsunami’. In this research project, we have three research fields as Earthquake simulation research field, Tsunami research filed and Damage estimation research field.

In Earthquake simulation research field, we are developing the scenario simulations of earthquake recurrences on the subducting plate around Japan. As other earthquake simulation researches, we are simulating seismic waves based on the scenarios, and the underground structures using seismographs.

The second research simulation research field on Tsunami hazard, we are developing applications for the simulating tsunami damages at East Japan earthquake 2011. In this research field, not only damage simulations, but also we are developing the early tsunami detection system using simulation and real time data. Finally, we will apply it to the Nankai trough seismogenic zone and etc. The third research field is the civil engineering research as the advanced civil engineering structural analyses, seismic re- response analyses on large scale cities, and agent simulation for more precise and practical evacuations.

Finally, we will integrate these research fields in this project for the seismic simulator on disaster mitigation.